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SUPERSYMMETRY AND ELECTROWEAK BREAKINGBY EXTRA DIMENSIONSIgnatios Antoniadisy, Karim BenakliTheory Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerlandand Mariano QuirosInstituto de Estrutura de la Materia, CSICSerrano 123, 28006-Madrid, Spain(Reeived June 10, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayWe disuss the phenomenologial onsequenes of large extra dimen-sions onerning both supersymmetry and eletroweak symmetry breaking.We onsider separately the fundamental senarios where this an happen.In partiular ases where only the gravitational setor an propagate in thebulk of the large extra dimensions, and ases with longitudinal dimensionswhere all gauge and matter �elds propagate. We brie�y omment on thestring realization of these ideas and �nally present a possible senario whereeletroweak breaking is triggered by the Hosotani mehanism and thus a�nite Higgs mass does not require supersymmetry.PACS numbers: 04.50.+h, 11.25.Mj, 11.30.Q1. IntrodutionEletroweak symmetry breaking is one of the main issues in ontempo-rary partile physis. Its implementation in a perturbative quantum �eldtheory has led to the notion of spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking, andin partiular to that of the Higgs mehanism, requiring the existene of theHiggs boson. This in turn has both experimental and theoretial onse-quenes. On the experimental side, the Higgs boson is the missing ingre-dient in the Standard Model of strong and eletroweak interations and itsy On leave of absene from Centre de Physique Théorique, UMR du CNRS 7644, EolePolytehnique, 91128 Palaiseau, Frane.(2477)



2478 I. Antoniadis, K. Benakli, M. Quirosdetetion the main goal in present and future high energy partile aelera-tors. On the theoretial side, the presene of the Higgs boson generates aninherent hierarhy problem in the Standard Model and has motivated theintrodution of supersymmetry.Supersymmetry is a symmetry between bosons and fermions with thesame mass and internal quantum numbers. In partiular the minimal Su-persymmetri Extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) implies that everyordinary partile has an assoiated superpartner that should show up in di-ret or indiret experimental searhes. In fat supersymmetri searhes areone of the main experimental goals in future olliders. However, supersym-metry is not an exat symmetry of Nature sine there are no salar partilesdegenerate in mass with the Standard Model leptons and quarks. Thus, themehanism of supersymmetry breaking is another open problem in partilephysis.The possibility of large extra dimensions [1℄ and low string (quantumgravity) sale [2�4℄ opened after the introdution of duality in string theory.This was the ase in the strong oupling regime of the heteroti string, orM-theory [5℄, where the eleventh dimension an be large and ontrols the sizeof the M-theory sale. The other example is that of type I strings. There theStandard Model �elds an live on a Dp-brane, a (p+ 1)-dimensional hyper-surfae embedded into the ten-dimensional spae-time, where open stringsend. In this senario, there are p-3 extra dimensions where gauge and/ormatter �elds propagate and whose size an be as large as � 1=TeV [6℄. Onthe other hand, the remaining 9-p extra dimensions transverse to the p-branean be muh larger, up to a millimeter, allowing to lower the string saledown to TeV energies. In both ases, the presene of large extra dimensionsnaturally appear in the theory and an help in understanding both problemsof supersymmetry and eletroweak symmetry breaking.In this review we will onentrate on the phenomenologial onsequenesof large extra dimensions, onerning both the issues of supersymmetry andeletroweak symmetry breaking. As we will see, they lead to distint senar-ios that an be tested in future aelerators. A positive signal would unoverextra dimensions and would hint for the physis responsible of reonilinggravity and quantum mehanis. The senario where extra dimensions arepopulated only by the gravitational setor is onsidered in Setion 2. Se-tion 3 ontains the ase where Standard Model �elds live in the extra di-mensions. The status of embedding these senarios in M-theory or expliitstring models is brie�y summarized in Setion 4. The presene of large ex-tra dimensions allows for a non-supersymmetri solution to the hierarhyproblem if the eletroweak symmetry breaking proeeds through a Hosotanimehanism [7℄. This issue is disussed in Setion 5.



Supersymmetry and Eletroweak Breaking by Extra Dimensions 24792. Supersymmetry breaking transverse to the branesWe onsider an e�etive �ve-dimensional supergravity theory with uto�at the sale M5 and ompati�ed to four dimensions on the orbifold S1=Z2.The gravitational setor is propagating in the bulk of the �fth dimensionwhile gauge and matter �elds are loalized in the walls. This theory hasbeen reently given an o�-shell formulation [8℄ and used for phenomenolog-ial purposes to break supersymmetry by the Sherk�Shwarz (SS) meha-nism [9℄ and/or by gaugino ondensation on the hidden wall [10�16℄.A natural breaking of supersymmetry in this theory is by boundary on-ditions, or Sherk�Shwarz mehanism, based on the SU(2)R symmetry ofthe N = 2 supersymmetry algebra. The gravitino mass eigenvalues for theKaluza�Klein (KK) modes are m(n)3=2 = (n+!)=�, where ! is the SS parame-ter and � is the radius of S1. This mehanism has reently [16℄ been given aninterpretation in terms of Wilson line breaking with ! = �V 25 , where ~V5 arethe auxiliary �elds that gauge SU(2)R in the o�-shell formulation of N = 2supergravity in 5D. Therefore, the tree-level potential for V 25 is �at, reminis-ent of no-sale models of supergravity, and its one-loop e�etive potentialis given by Ve�(!) = 334�6�4 �Li5 �e2i�!�+ h:: � : (2.1)The potential (2.1) has a maximum at ! = 0 and a global minimum at! = 1=2. Therefore, the zero mode gravitino mass is m3=2 = 1=2� as �rstobtained in Ref. [11℄.Another possible way of supersymmetry breaking is by gaugino onden-sation on the hidden brane (wall), say at x5 = 0, upon on�nement of theorresponding gauge group. As we will see, this breaking is equivalent tothe previous Sherk�Shwarz breaking. The physial piture is that a on-densate h��i develops at a sale � where the gauge oupling of the hiddengauge group beomes strong. This phenomenon an be desribed by in-troduing a hiral supermultiplet whose Vauum Expetation Value (VEV)reprodues the ondensate, and a non-perturbative superpotentialW / h��ithat ontributes a brane term to the 5D Lagrangian, as [14℄L3=2brane = 12WÆ(x5) � ��� � ; (2.2)where  � is the 4D Majorana gravitino.The term (2.2) introdues a �demorati� mass matrix for the gravitinoKK modes that interferes with the diagonal ompati�ation and SS masses.Rediagonalization now yields for the gravitino KK mass eigenstates the val-ues m(n)3=2 = (n + �3=2)=�, where [16, 17℄ �3=2(!;W ) is a funtion of theauxiliary �eld V 25 through the SS parameter !, and of the non-perturbative



2480 I. Antoniadis, K. Benakli, M. Quirossuperpotential W . Even if W is a parameter whose value has been �xed bythe dynamis of gaugino ondensation, ! is undetermined at the tree-leveland hene �3=2 is a �at diretion. This �eld an be �xed by introduingone-loop orretions. The e�etive potential is nowVe�(!) = 334�6�4 �Li5 �e2i��3=2�+ h:: � ; (2.3)whose minimization yields �3=2 = 1=2 and hene for the gravitino zero modem3=2 = 1=2�. This indiates that gaugino ondensation is equivalent to theSS mehanism in M-theory, as antiipated in Ref. [11℄.The ommuniation of supersymmetry breaking to the matter setor, lo-alized on the visible brane, is expeted to proeed by radiative gravitationalorretions. This alulation was performed in Refs. [11, 18℄. For the salarpartners of the Standard Model fermions one �ndsm0 ' m23=2=Mp ; (2.4)whih yields m0 ' 1 TeV for ��1 ' 1011 GeV. For the fermioni part-ners of the Standard Model gauge bosons the one-loop result is �nite [11℄m� / m33=2=M2p , whih is exeedingly small for phenomenologial purposes,with a proportionality onstant whih an be zero depending on the reg-ularization proedure [18℄. In any ase, higher-loop orretions should betiny for phenomenology and we onlude that the minimal senario has tobe enlarged to allow for an extra soure of gaugino masses.3. Supersymmetry breaking parallel to the branesWe onsider here the simplest example of a �ve dimensional theory om-pati�ed on the orbifold M4 � S1=Z2, as in the previous setion, but withthe di�erene that now also gauge and matter �elds an propagate in thebulk of the extra dimension. Of ourse, in this ase, the typial radius Rof the extra dimension must not exeed � 1=TeV to agree with eletroweakpreision physis. 3.1. Supersymmetry breakingThe simplest mehanism of supersymmetry breaking is by boundary on-ditions (Sherk�Shwarz ompati�ation). In fat, the SS parameter ! anbe given a similar interpretation as in the previous setion just by hangingthe ompati�ation radius � to R, i.e. ! = RV 25 . In this ase, dependingon the matter ontent propagating in the bulk, one-loop orretions �x !either to 0 or to 1/2 [16℄.



Supersymmetry and Eletroweak Breaking by Extra Dimensions 2481However, in the ase of a hidden brane with supersymmetry breakingthere an be an interplay between both phenomena similar to that existingin M-theory for the gravitino. In partiular if the gauginos and hypersalarsouple to supersymmetry breaking as [16℄L1=2brane = 12Æ(x5)W ��5� ; (3.1)where � are the 4D Majorana gauginos, and similarly for hypersalars, theKK mass eigenvalues are m0;1=2 = (n + �)=R, where the shift �(!;W ) isagain a funtion of V 25 through the SS parameter. Minimization of the ef-fetive potential yields, depending on the matter ontent of the bulk andthe value of W , any possible value of ! between 0 and 1/2 and orrespond-ingly any value of � [16℄. To be as general as possible we will then onsider� as a free parameter that plays the role of the SS parameter. Then thesupersymmetry breaking gaugino and salar masses for zero-modes areM1=2 =M0 = �R (3.2)provided they propagate in the bulk. In view of the problem with gauginomasses for vetor multiplets loalized on the branes, that we pointed out inthe previous setion, we will heneforth assume that those vetor multipletsare bulk �elds. On the other hand, loalized salars get their masses viagauge and Yukawa interations from bulk �elds.The gauge interations ouple the �elds in the boundary to the KK-towers of gauge bosons and gauginos. At the one-loop, we �nd that theboundary salars get a mass given by [19℄,�gm2i = g2C(Ri)4�4 �m2(0) �m2(�)� ; (3.3)where Ri is the representation of the gauge group under whih the boundary�eld transforms, and m2(q) is de�ned by (z � ei2�q)m2(q) = 12R2 (Li3(z) + Li3(1=z)) : (3.4)The boundary �eld an also have Yukawa ouplings to an N = 1 hiralsupermultiplet that onsists in the KK-towers of a omplex salar and abispinor. In this ase, we �nd that the salar �eld of the boundary gets amass given by [19℄�Ym2i = Y 216�4 �m2(2�) +m2(0)� 2m2(�)� ; (3.5)



2482 I. Antoniadis, K. Benakli, M. Quiroswhere Y is the Yukawa oupling between the bulk and boundary �elds.Finally, we have alulated the ontribution of the KK-towers to a salartrilinear oupling, A, between two boundary �elds, Q and U , and one �eldin the bulk. This ontribution arises from gaugino loops and gives�A = Y g2T aQT aU8�3 A(�) ; (3.6)where A(�) = i �Li2(ei2��)� Li2(e�i2��)� =R ; (3.7)and T aR is the generator of the gauge group in the representation of R.The resulting supersymmetri spetrum predited by this kind of se-narios is harateristi. One of its main properties is that supersymmetrybreaking is arried by gauge and Yukawa interations, and it automatiallysolves the supersymmetri �avor problem.3.2. Eletroweak symmetry breakingIt has been reognized that in models with extra dimensions eletroweakbreaking is triggered at one-loop if the top quark is loalized on the brane.In that ase one gets the additional bonus that it yields a �nite mass term.This an be understood sine, even if the 5D theory is non-renormalizable,the power-law divergene is aneled by supersymmetry. After subtratingthe 5D part it remains a �nite piee that is uto� by 1=R, as it happensin �eld theory at �nite temperature for thermal masses. A very simpleexample was worked out in detail in Ref. [20℄ where quark and lepton SU(2)singlets propagate in the bulk while all doublets (inluding the Higgs setorof the MSSM) are loalized in the branes. In this way one an onstrut theMSSM superpotential loalized on the physial brane and one expets thatthe top-quark Yukawa oupling will dominate over the other Yukawa andgauge ouplings and trigger eletroweak symmetry breaking.The Higgs potential along the diretion of the neutral omponents of the�elds H2 and H1 ontains mass termsm2i jHij2, i = 1; 2, as well as the mixingmass m23H1H2+ h:: The supersymmetri tree-level relations m1 = m2 = �andm23 = 0, where � is the supersymmetri Higgsino mass term, hold. Theserelations are spoiled by radiative orretions whih provide ontributions toall the above parameters. These orretions are driven by the SU(2)L�U(1)Ygauge ouplings g and g0, and by the top and bottom Yukawa ouplings,de�ned as: v ht = mtq1 + t2� = t� ; v hb = mbq1 + t2� ; (3.8)where t� � tan� � v2=v1, vi = hHii are the vauum expetation values ofthe Higgs �elds, v = pv21 + v22 = 174:1 GeV, and mt and mb are the top



Supersymmetry and Eletroweak Breaking by Extra Dimensions 2483and bottom running masses. Notie that hb an beome important only forlarge values of t�, as those that will be found by minimization of the one-loope�etive potential. We will only onsider the leading radiative orretions.All radiative orretions to the potential parameters depend on 1=R and�. In partiular the one-loop radiative orretions to the mass of any salarloalized on the brane were omputed in (3.3) and (3.5). A simple applia-tion to the Higgs mass terms m21 and m22 yields:�m22 = �2 � 6h2t � 3g232�4 f(�)R2 ;�m21 = �2 � 6h2b � 3g232�4 f(�)R2 ; (3.9)where the funtion f(�) is de�ned as [r = exp (2�i�)℄f(�) = 2�(3) � [Li3(r) + Li3(1=r)℄ : (3.10)The mass term m23 is generated by the one-loop diagram exhangingKK-modes of gauginos, �(n), and loalized Higgsinos, eH1;2. The resultingontribution is given bym23 = � 3 g2512�2 �R [i Li2(r)� i Li2(1=r)℄ : (3.11)Notie that, for the partiular ase � = 1=2 (r = �1), m23 = 0 re�eting thefat that the gauginos �(n) are, in that ase, Dira fermions.We an see that the negative ontributions to the Higgs mass in (3.9)trigger eletroweak symmetry breaking. The detailed preditions for theHiggs mass spetrum are of ourse model dependent but an always be de-sribed from the point of view of the MSSM parameter spae. In partiularfor the model desribed in Ref. [20℄ the typial preditions are large tan�,more preisely tan� � mt=mb, and light pseudosalar mA (sine m23 onlygets a radiative ontribution), and therefore one gets a Higgs spetrum or-responding to these values.4. String and M-theory implementationSo far the above analysis was performed at the level of an e�etive �eldtheory. This is expeted to arise as a low energy limit of M-theory or type Istring vaua. The partiularity of ompati�ations down to four dimensionsof the Ho°ava�Witten M-theory vaua is the presene of one (the eleventh)dimension where no gauge degrees of freedom propagate. It is a naturalframework for implementing the ideas disussed in Setion 2 [11, 12℄. Inmore realisti situations, the analysis is somehow more involved [13℄ be-ause of the fat that the internal spae does not fatorize into a produt of



2484 I. Antoniadis, K. Benakli, M. Quirosa segment by a Calabi�Yau threefold [2℄. These ompati�ations inludeeither standard [2℄ or non-standard [21℄ embedding of the spin onnetionin the gauge onnetion. Analysis of the resulting �eld theory in �ve dimen-sions and of the possible role of di�erent �elds in mediating supersymmetrybreaking have been onsidered by Stefan Pokorski and ollaborators [22℄.Type II ompati�ations allow, on the other hand, to onsider the or-responding supersymmetry breaking at the perturbative string theory level.The hope being that existing onformal �eld theory tehniques would in suhases provide useful tools to explore the expliit dependene of the resultinge�etive Lagrangian parameters on the details of the string vauum.In suh onstrutions losed strings desribe gravity while gauge intera-tions are desribed by open strings with ends bounded to propagate on Dp-branes. The six internal ompat dimensions split into the (p-3) longitudinaland the (9-p) transverse ones. Beause gravitational and gauge interationsappear at di�erent orders in string perturbation theory the string sale anbe lowered to the TeV sale, of the same order of magnitude as the inverselongitudinal dimensions, in whih ase the transverse dimensions should bemuh larger, as large as the submillimeter sale, and sensitive to gravita-tional experiments. In this kind of senarios the Standard Model �elds aredesribed by open strings with ends at (p+1)-hypersurfaes embedded in the10D spae-time, or Dp-branes. The p-3 ompat dimensions are forming inthe simplest ases tori or orbifolds.While the brane states are �loalized� inside the bulk, there is the pos-sibility to have some states loalized inside the brane itself. They appearloated along its intersetion with other branes. For instane, the ase inSetion 2 orresponds to D3-branes loalized at the boundary of an S1=Z2segment, while in Setion 3, we add D4-branes spanning this segment andidentify instead the gauge �elds of the Standard Model with the lowest ex-itations of open strings propagating on the D4-branes.Supersymmetry an be broken along a diretion S1=Z2 transverse to3-branes. It an then be shown that on one end of the segment, one halfof the bulk supersymmetry is realized with the appearane of the assoi-ated orientifold planes O3, while anti-orientifold planes �O3 arrying oppositeRamond�Ramond (RR) harges and onserving the other half of the bulksupersymmetry are loated on the other end of the segment. Canellationof Neuveu�Shwarz (NS�NS) tadpoles, neessary to obtain a four dimen-sional �at Minkowski spae, require to add an appropriate number of pairsof branes�antibranes. There are two ases:



Supersymmetry and Eletroweak Breaking by Extra Dimensions 2485� In the one ase, orresponding toD3 on top of O3 and �D3 on top of �O3,only the bulk states feel the supersymmetry breaking at tree-level [23℄.� The other ase with �D3 on top of O3 and D3 on top of �O3, leavingnon-vanishing RR loal tadpoles, the massless states on eah of thebranes are no more degenerate between fermions and bosons [24℄. Infat, it was found that the supersymmetry is non-linearly realized.This is similar to the situation with NS�NS tadpoles [25℄.Expliit models have been onstruted in this way and some of theirmain features are still under study.5. Higgs mass in non-supersymmetri senariosOne of the main motivations for onsidering the quantum gravity saleto lie in the TeV range is to provide an alternative to supersymmetry whendealing with the problem of gauge hierarhy. It is then important to onsiderthe fate of the Higgs mass in expliit realizations of this senario.We onsider �rst a simple ase where the whole one-loop e�etive poten-tial of a salar �eld an be omputed. We suppose d (large) extra dimensionsompati�ed on orthogonal irles with radii Ri > 1 (in units of the stringlength ls � M�1s ) with i = 1; : : : ; d. An interesting situation is provided bya lass of models where a non-vanishing VEV for a salar (Higgs) �eld �results in shifting the mass of eah KK exitation by a onstant a(�):M2~m = dXi=1 �mi + ai(�)Ri �2 ; (5.1)where ~m = fm1; � � � ;mdg with mi integers. Suh mass shifts arise for in-stane in the presene of Wilson lines, ai = q H (dyi)=(2�)gAi, where Ai isthe internal omponent of a gauge �eld with gauge oupling g and q is theharge of the given state under the orresponding generator. A straightfor-ward omputation shows that the �-dependent part of the one-loop e�etivepotential is given by [26℄:Ve� = �Tr(�)F Qdi=1 Ri32� 4�d2 X~n e2�iPi niai 1Z0 dl l 2+d2 fs(l) e��2lPi n2iR2i (5.2)where F = 0; 1 for bosons and fermions, respetively. We have inludeda regulating funtion fs(l) whih ontains for example the e�ets of stringosillators. To understand its role we will onsider the two limits Ri > 1 andRi � 1. In the �rst ase only the l ! 0 region ontributes to the integral.



2486 I. Antoniadis, K. Benakli, M. QuirosThis means that the e�etive potential reeives sizable ontributions onlyfrom the infrared (�eld theory) degrees of freedom. In this limit we wouldhave fs(l)! 1. For example, in the string model onsidered in [27℄:fs(l) = � 14l �2�3 (il + 12)�4 ! 1 for l! 0; (5.3)and the �eld theory result is �nite and given by:Ve�(�) = �Tr(�)F � (4+d2 )32� 12+d2 dYi=1Ri X~n 6=~0 e2�iPi niai(�)�Pi n2iR2i � 4+d2 : (5.4)As a result of the Taylor expansion around ai = 0, we are able to ex-trat the �nite one-loop ontribution to the oe�ient of the term of thepotential quadrati in the Higgs �eld. It is given by a loop fator times theompati�ation sale [26℄. For instane, in the ase of d = 1 dimension,one obtains �2 � g2=R2 up to a proportionality onstant whih is alulablein the e�etive �eld theory.On the other hand, if we onsider Ri ! 0, whih by T -duality or-responds to taking the extra dimensions as transverse and very large, theone-loop e�etive potential reeives ontributions from the whole tower ofstring osillators as appearing in fs(l) leading to squared masses given by aloop fator times M2s : �2 = �"2g2M2s : (5.5)The preise numerial oe�ient "2 is sensitive to details of the onsideredstring model. The sign has been found in onstruting string examples tobe given by the di�erene between the number of light fermions and bosons.We turn now to the realisti ase of the Standard Model Higgs �eld. We�rst fous on the ase with radii Ri > 1 i.e. with longitudinal diretionswhere all �elds of the Standard Model propagate. A �nite result, due tothe mass spetrum desribed above with a onstant shift for all KK states,an be obtained if the Higgs �eld is identi�ed with the internal omponentof a gauge �eld extending the Standard Model in higher dimensions. Theminimal extension is U(3)� U(3). Unfortunately, in the ase of one extradimension, the tree-level quarti interation term is absent leading to an un-aeptably small Higgs mass (� 50 GeV). Therefore, we are led to onsiderd > 1 whih in turn leads generially to extra Higgs �elds orresponding tothe di�erent internal omponents of the gauge �elds. Moreover, unless thequarti term is absent, in whih ase there is no improvement ompared tod = 1, the Higgs �elds are not �at diretions (Wilson lines) and the om-putation of the one-loop e�etive potential above does not apply. However,
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